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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, and welcome to today’s webinar on virtualization, technology innovation, and NERC CIP presented by the Project 2016-02 CIP Modifications standard drafting team.  I am Jordan Mallory, the Standards Developer for this project.  I will be presenting along with Jay Cribb from Southern Company, Matt Hyatt from TVA, and David Revill from Georgia System Operations.We would like to take this opportunity today to update you on these topics and to get feedback on the direction the SDT is considering for addressing not only virtualization but future technology innovation in general.  Before we begin, we will review the NERC Antitrust Compliance Guidelines.
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It is NERC’s policy and practice to obey the antitrust laws and to 
avoid all conduct that unreasonably restrains competition. This 
policy requires the avoidance of any conduct that violates, or that 
might appear to violate, the antitrust laws. Among other things, 
the antitrust laws forbid any agreement between or among 
competitors regarding prices, availability of service, product 
design, terms of sale, division of markets, allocation of customers, 
or any other activity that unreasonably restrains competition.

NERC Antitrust 
Compliance Guidelines
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Participants are reminded that this meeting is public. Notice of 
the meeting was posted on the NERC website and widely 
distributed. The notice included the number for dial-in 
participation. Participants should keep in mind that the audience 
may include members of the press and representatives of various 
governmental authorities.

Public Announcement
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• Virtualization Poll 
• V5TAG Transition Issues
• Virtualization Questions
• CIP SDT Course of Action (left/right path)
• Next Steps
• Q&A

Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On our call webinar today, we would like to start out by getting some initial feedback from the audience.  We’ll review a bit of history from the version 5 transition advisory group, or V5TAG.  Next, we’ll talk through some questions and challenges that virtualization presents when attempting to comply with the current NERC CIP Standards in a virtualized environment.  We’ll talk about where we’ve been and where we’re headed with modifications to the CIP standards.  Then we’ll wrap up with some Q&A.
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• Moving towards a fuller Cyber Systems approach 
• Modify requirements to be more objective based and 

technology neutral
• Backwards Compatibility 

Focus Areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get started, I’d like to highlight a few key themes that you are going to hear repeated in this webinar.  The approach that we are considering is not – let be me clear – is not a paradigm shift from the existing standards.  It is simply a continued shift towards a more fuller adoption of the cyber systems approach.  Jay will explain that in more detail later in the webinar.  The second element of the approach we’re considering is a modification of some of the more technical requirements to be more objective based and technology neutral.  We want to focus on what the requirement is trying to achieve rather than on how to achieve it in order to make the standards more technology agnostic and accommodate advancements in technology and security.Finally, we fully recognize the significant investment that has been made in complying with the current CIP standards.  We want to preserve that investment and make changes that are backward compatible.  Before we get too far along, we’d like to get some information from the audience about how they are impacted by virtualization and the NERC CIP standards.  We’ve prepared two poll questions.
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• Does your entity use virtualization within the BES Cyber System 
environment? 
 Yes
 No
 Don’t know
 I am just here to listen

Poll

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our first question will help the SDT understand the degree to which the audience has implemented virtualization within their CIP environment, whether it be virtual servers, virtual networks, virtual storage, or virtual applications.  Does your entity use virtualization within the BES Cyber System environment?  If you would please respond with yes, no, or I don’t know. Of course we understand that some may prefer not to answer, so we’ve provided an option to let us know that you’re just here to listen.  [Pause…..]
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• Is your entity having any issues using virtualization under the 
current CIP Reliability Standards? 
 Yes
 No
 Don’t know
 I am just here to listen

Poll

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our second poll question is designed to help the SDT understand the extent to which the audience has experienced challenges in complying with the CIP standards for their virtual environments.  Is your entity having any issues using virtualization under the current CIP Reliability Standards?  Again, please respond with yes, no, I don’t know, or I’m just here to listen.  [Pause…]
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• Clarify “programmable”
• “Viewing BCAs too broadly can lead to many thousands of 

devices in the typical utility becoming an administrative burden 
for which few if any cyber security controls can actually be 
applied or where there is limited associated cyber security risk. 
Vast amounts of effort would be expended for these types of 
cyber assets to track and document their lack of capability for 
even the most basic cyber security controls. Viewing BCAs too 
narrowly could lead to missing consideration of devices that 
have a sufficient level of cyber capability and risk impact.”

V5TAG Transfer Issue
(BES) Cyber Asset Definitions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your feedback.  That information will be very helpful to the team.  Now, allow me to share a bit about how the SDT has gotten to where we are today…When NERC began the Version 5 Implementation project with several entities and the regions, a technical advisory group was formed for a short period of time to address issues from those early V5 implementations since Version 5 was such a large change from its predecessors.  We were moving from a binary “Yes/No” scoping definition of a “Critical Cyber Asset” with exclusions for all non-routable connectivity to a “BES Cyber System” approach with H/M/L impact categorizations.  As this project progressed and the V5TAG worked, a list of issues that might require changes in the standard was built and was handed to the current drafting team as part of our SAR, or standards authorization request, to address.Among those issues, and this is related to our topic today, was clarifications may be needed on some of our fundamental definitions of “Cyber Asset” and “BES Cyber Asset”.  As V5 was implemented primarily out in field locations such as substations and plants and the industry began to deal with lower and lower level devices, Issues arose over the definition of what is and is not “programmable” which is one of the core adjectives in the Cyber Asset definition.  In the 2nd bullet point, we see that issues arose over these lower level devices due to their cyber capabilities.  Because many of these devices lack much in the way of cyber capabilities, few if any technical cyber security controls could be implemented.  This reduced cyber capability also results in reduced risk over more richly capable systems. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The V5TAG wrote a lesson learned document on BES Cyber Assets and tried to address these types of issues as best they could, however only a Standard Drafting Team with an approved SAR can change standards or definitions.
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V5TAG Transfer - Virtualization

“The CIP Version 5 standards do not specifically address 
virtualization. However, because of the increasing use of 
virtualization in industrial control system environments, 
questions around treatment of virtualization within the CIP 
Standards are due for consideration.

The SDT should consider revisions to CIP-005 and the definitions 
of Cyber Asset and Electronic Access Point that make clear the 
permitted architecture and address the security risks of 
network, server and storage virtualization technologies.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the same time, issues with virtualization were raising their head.  NERC had held its first Virtualization Summit and had numerous vendors come in and discuss their current virtualization offerings, security controls, and future direction.   This brought up several issues that were not addressed in the CIP standards such as <read slide>.  These items were included in the transfer to the SDT for consideration.
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(BES) Cyber Asset

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The virtualization issue is related to the issue raised about the BES Cyber Asset definition because, for example, a virtual machine exists essentially as a file on a system; a disk image file.  That 1:1 relationship between an “electronic device” and its dedicated installed operating system or installed firmware being treated as a single Cyber Asset or BCA is now no longer the case.  Not only do I now have low capability devices out in the field, but now I have files with 1’s and 0’s in them that represent a BES Cyber Asset but are not tied to any particular piece of hardware.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Folder_close_alt_font_awesome_yellow.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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The SDT’s Plate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So the items on our SDT plate grew to not only include these issues with these definitions but also virtualization in all its flavors (servers, networks, storage).  We’ve come to see its all related.
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Quick!  Answer These!

• My control system database server is a VM. It exists as a logical 
construct, stored in a data file in a room of raw computing 
resources. Is it a BES Cyber Asset or is it just “software or data 
in those devices”?

• I have an image of a virtual server. Instances of that image are 
created and destroyed dynamically based on current workload. 
Are they BCAs? How do I say what the BCAs are in my BCS – I 
may have BCAs that exist for mere moments.

• What is the hypervisor in the CIP construct? Is it a BCA? An 
EACMS? Just “software in the device”?

• What can be shared on infrastructure with virtualized BES 
Cyber Systems?  How should it be classified?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the SDT began to look into virtualization, questions like these began to come up.  A forewarning, these next two slides are designed to be overwhelming.  Don’t worry if you don’t understand all the terms either.  <read next two slides>
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Quick! Answer These!

• Is a containerized application a BCA?  Or is it just an 
application? If so, how do the CIP-007 requirements around OS 
work? 

• My EAP is now a policy based “firewall” dynamically placed in 
front of workloads.  Access control is now beyond a layer 3 
routable protocol level. How do I show compliance with CIP-
005?

• Is my SAN part of the same BES Cyber Asset as the virtual 
machine, is my SAN its own BES Cyber Asset, or is it just a BES 
Cyber System Information repository since it alone does not 
perform any BES functions?  

• How do I handle sanitization for re-use when storage in my SAN 
is dynamically allocated amongst multiple cyber systems?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<Finish reading slide content quickly>These are just SOME of questions that arise and that we’ve wrestled with.  As you can see these raise issues that are not resolved with just a simple and quick tweak to a definition and a requirement or two.  So our first question is why is virtualization such a big issue?These things challenge fundamental assumptions all the way back to the Urgent Action 1200 standard in 2003 that was pre-Version 1 of CIP; the primary focus of the standards was the “critical cyber asset”; an “electronic device” such as a server, workstation, or relay as a physical object. It had an operating system, always on and performing its function, and communicating with other components over routable protocols. It was protected by traditional firewalls at a network boundary looking at source and destination protocol addresses.  With virtualization today, every single aspect of this scenario has changed. Physical devices are no longer the primary units of organization. An entire control system infrastructure can be virtualized (such as “software defined data centers”) and only exist as a logical construct. An EMS database server may never exist as a discrete physical object. With containers, there may not be a concrete tie between application logic and an operating system.  Virtual machines can be created and destroyed dynamically and are neither always on nor tied to specific hardware. Workloads may mirror their information for reliability purposes across great distances without using routable protocols. With micro-segmentation, network access control lists in firewalls based on IP addresses at a perimeter are replaced by policy-based control templates enforcing access at a “user to workload” level throughout the system infrastructure. This gets to the “technology innovation” part of our webinar title – these types of innovations are not slowing down.  We are now seeing and implementing environments where the cyber security controls are being driven deeper and deeper into the very fabric of the system.  Electronic access control can no longer be based solely on routable protocol addresses or only at an ESP boundary. An analogy in the physical world would be going from a defined moat around a castle to individual locks and badge readers on every door inside the castle. As these innovations occur, we don’t want the CIP standards standing in the way requiring entities to define and document thousands of ESPs and access points as one example.<Transition to Matt>With all of these questions in mind, We believe that we are at a big fork in the road.  (Change slides immediately here… for effect)
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A Fork in the Road

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SDT has in the recent past walked down the left path to see what that looked like, and now we’re taking a step back to see what the right path holds. The point of our webinar today is to describe these paths and get feedback on the current approach.
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The Left Path

• Modify existing or 
create new definitions 
concerning devices and 
networking to include 
virtualization concepts

• Create additional 
technical requirements 
for securing today’s 
version of virtualization 
technology.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keeping with the metaphor…. The left path involved modifying current definitions or adding new ones to include virtualization terminology.  New technical requirements would then be made to address what to do in virtualized environments for servers, networks, and storage.  To boil it down, the left path is more of a “deep dive” into the technology; drafting definitions and requirements that would outline what to do if the entity implemented these technologies.   It would dive into the technical answers to all those questions on those two slides we just went through.  
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• SDT has worked for over a year on designing virtualization 
specific language and requirements
 Electronic Security Zone – to logically isolate systems on shared 

infrastructure
 Centralized Management System – to address the risk of virtualization 

management systems; “fewer, bigger buttons”

• Issues
 Very complex
 Today’s technology and products
 Continues to evolve

The Left Path

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And in the midst of all the other work outlined in our SAR, we’ve spent some time over the past year on this path and started diving into concepts like ESZ’s to help us describe these newer “logical isolation” concepts that virtualization brings; as well as the CMS definitions for describing the virtualization management consoles. – We refer to those tools as the “fewer bigger buttons” where entire cyber systems with their logical servers, networks, storage, routers, etc. can be defined (and subsequently DESTROYED).Although the concepts were functional, We ran into a wall of complexity as started applying the new language concepts when new technology was introduced and thus we are limited to writing concepts that apply to today’s technologies.
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The Left Path

Virtual Distributed Switch
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide (which you may remember from our previous webinars) was used to describe virtualized architecture and attempted to describe how we could apply existing language constructs to the virtualized parts of the infrastructure…. The SDT realized that we could actually create language constructs to address this type of topology, However… When we tried to explain it we often had to do so in 3D!!  (Change slides fast… also for effect!)
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The Left Path

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From this 3 dimensional idea we developed the ESZ to peer down into all layers of the infrastructure. After this exercise we started to realize that the constructs(like the ESZ) were not only complex… but are going to need modifications over time to accommodate future technology. Which leads us to where we to where we are today…
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• MUCH work on cataloging risk categories unique to 
virtualization

• Three industry webinars (VMs, storage, networking) in 2017
• March/April 2017
 Informal Comment form with 10 virtualization/definition questions

• October/November 2017
 16 Page informal comment period with 24 virtualization questions
 Proposed Cyber Asset definition - Each VM is a distinct device
 Proposed CMS definition
 Proposed ESZ definition
 Proposed 5 new requirement parts
 EACS vs. EACMS and subsequent modifications to BCSI

The Road To Date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t forget!!There has been a great deal of work that the SDT has done to get us to this point.  A lot of work has been done to identify and catalog the risks that are unique to virtualization.  We have conducted three industry webinars last year that dive into the details on each of the 3 main areas of virtualization from the VTAG; namely virtual machines, virtual storage, and virtual networking. Those are available on the NERC web site.  We have also conducted two informal comment periods to date, the first in the March to April time frame and another larger one in the October to November time frame.  At that time we asked 24 questions around virtualization issues and had proposals for definitions and requirements as well as consideration for pulling the M out of the EACMS definition.  All of those questions and proposals were a walk down the left path to see where it leads.
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A Fork In The Road

• Modify existing or 
create new definitions 
concerning devices and 
networking to include 
virtualization concepts

• Create additional 
technical requirements 
for securing today’s 
version of virtualization 
technology.

• More fully embrace 
the Cyber System 
concept introduced in 
Version 5.

• Change existing 
prescriptive technical 
requirements to be 
more security 
objective based and 
future-proof.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While there was a significant amount of work dedicated to attempting the left fork, it was not in vain. We learned many valuable lessons that we need to carry forward.This brings us back to the fork in the road…. and we are backing up and investigating the right fork; Which we think can help us do several things…Address the VTAG issues with the core definitions of CA and BCA;Deal with the advanced concepts brought by virtualization technologyAnd; Future proofing the standards to accommodate the pace of technology innovationWe are now exploring the right fork and gauging interest in pursing it.  This path involves essentially two ideas:a fuller embrace of the “cyber system” concept introduced in V5 and a move away from the “device” level, andtaking the more prescriptive technology-oriented requirements of today and lifting them to a higher objective level on a cyber system basis.  Doing this will make them more of a “what to do” with less “how”.We think this will allow the standards to apply in the future regardless of how the components of a system are implemented, whether traditional hardware, virtualized, containerized, or whatever the future holds.<Transition to Jay>Now whenever we talk about changing the standards, there’s something in the back of all of our minds…
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A Guiding Principle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And that is backwards compatibility, which is one of the SDT’s guiding principles as we explore any path to address these issues.   We understand the time, effort, and resources entities have invested in current CIP programs.  We understand there are many entities out there today that have some substations with serially connected relays and this advanced virtualization technology may not apply to them at all.  These standards apply to a very diverse set of systems and environments.  So our guiding principle is that what you do today to be in compliance should still be compliant after these changes.  We want to strive for backward compatibility to preserve the existing investment in complying with the current CIP standards and retain the security posture for legacy and traditional non-virtualized systems. 
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Another Guiding Principle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Along with backwards compatibility is another guiding principle - This is not a “do-over”; we are not “blowing up” the standards and starting over.  The “cyber system” concept is already embedded in the current standards, and we would just be modifying the more technical and prescriptive requirements in the more technical standards to be more objective based.
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• CIP is a PROGRAM and the programmatic elements are 
unchanged.
 CIP-002, CIP-003, CIP-004, CIP-006, CIP-008, CIP-009, CIP-011

• CIP has TECHNICAL architecture requirements
 CIP-005, CIP-007, CIP-010

Two “Sides” of CIP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To back that up - CIP seems to have two “sides” – in one sense it is a program and most of the standards listed here are about an entity’s program and deal with things like governance, personnel and training, physical security, disaster recovery, incident response, and information protection.  Addressing virtualization should not affect the nature of the requirements in these standards. But CIP has another side where it gets more into technical architecture in CIP-005 and technical requirements in CIP-007 and CIP-010.   These are the standards that we think would require any substantive changes.  All the other standards would only have conforming changes if needed.  But all the substantive changes for addressing these issues we think will be localized to CIP-005, CIP-007, and CIP-010..
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• Make “BES Cyber System” the foundational object
• Requirements apply at the system level.
 Implement on system as a whole
 Implement on components that make sense
 Allows for dynamic components

Systems Versus 
Device Approach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s dive deeper.  As we said, we are now exploring the right fork and gauging interest in it.  We mentioned a fuller embrace of the Version 5 “cyber system” concept so what does that mean?Today the standards are device based; our base definitions are cyber asset and BES cyber asset, and for the most part cyber systems are just groups of “one or more cyber assets”.So in order to accommodate these virtualization and VTAG issues, we’re looking to move away from device level as the basis and embrace the “BES cyber system” as the true foundational object of the standards.  We think this will help as you meet a security objective on the system as a whole, whether its components are traditional hardware, or just bits in a file as a virtual machine.  This also helps with systems that have “virtual machines” that are dynamic – coming up to perform a function, then being destroyed.  The standards today don’t accommodate dynamic objects as cyber assets that exist one moment but not the next.  We’re hoping this will allow the standards to apply in the future regardless of how the components of a system are implemented, whether traditional hardware, virtualized, containerized, or whatever the future holds.
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• CIP-007-6 R3 Part 3.1
“Deploy method(s) to deter, detect, or prevent malicious code.”

• CIP-007-6 R3 Guidance
“Due to the wide range of equipment comprising the BES Cyber Systems and the 
wide variety of vulnerability and capability of that equipment to malware as well as 
the constantly evolving threat and resultant tools and controls, it is not practical 
within the standard to prescribe how malware is to be addressed on each Cyber 
Asset. Rather, the Responsible Entity determines on a BES Cyber System basis 
which Cyber Assets have susceptibility to malware intrusions and documents their 
plans and processes for addressing those risks and provides evidence that they 
follow those plans and processes.”

Current Example - Anti-Malware

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That might sound like some new concept, but its not really anything new and fantastic.  We have a requirement today in the current standard that we think is a model for what we need to do to a few others.  That requirement is CIP-007 R3.  If you recall before version 5, this requirement was a purely device level “one size fits all” prescriptive technical requirement, and entities had to file many, many TFEs to document that they could not apply anti-malware software on all manner of devices such as relays and network switches.  With Version 5, we realized we had a detailed, prescriptive, device level “how” requirement that applied across every type of electronic device.  So in Version 5, this was rewritten as a higher level objective to meet - at a system level – that is to deploy methods to deter, detect, or prevent malicious code.The included guidance on this requirement states <read guidance on slide>. This guidance recognizes the issue and speaks to it; its the same issue we are facing from the VTAG list and with virtualization, which was the prescription of “how” to accomplish this “what” on a device by device level.  That issue in this requirement was changed in V5 to something I think we could agree works much better now.  The anti-malware requirement guidance here recognizes these issues and directs a system level not a device level approach.  It requires that you implement anti-malware methods to protect the system, not on every component equally.  It allows the entity to determine the “how” for its system – as an example I have a Windows based workstation as part of my cyber system, I can put the normal AV software on that;  I can put an IDS on my network entry point to my system to cover other networked components that may have susceptibility to malware but don’t’ support AV; and this isolated controller to which no code can be added is not susceptible to malware so I do nothing to it.The bottom line is this “right fork” we are investigating now is simply doing more of this in CIP-005, CIP-007, and CIP-010.  We need to remove the roadblocks so that newer “hows”, even ones not even thought of today, can be implemented now and in the future.
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1.1 All applicable Cyber Assets connected to a network via a 
routable protocol shall reside within a defined ESP.
1.2 All External Routable Connectivity must be through an 
identified Electronic Access Point (EAP).
1.3 Require inbound and outbound access permissions, including 
the reason for granting access, and deny all other access by 
default.

Current CIP-005 R1 Parts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s talk about how we might take the lessons from CIP-007 R3 and apply it AT A CONCEPTUAL LEVEL in other technical requirements like CIP-005 R1.  Today that requirement in 1.1 says that all applicable cyber assets connected with a routable protocol shall reside within an ESP.  What’s the issue?  With micro-segmentation today, network access control lists in firewalls based on IP addresses at a “perimeter” are being replaced by policy-based control templates enforcing access at a “user to workload” level throughout the infrastructure.  The future direction of network security and access control is to drive it deeper and more integrated into the very network fabric itself.  System administrators may configure policy of who can have access to what and that policy is enforced throughout the infrastructure at every device or switch port.  We are headed to a point where we end up with highly distributed points enforcing access control and you have thousands upon thousands of ESP’s. In 1.2 it says that all ERC must be through an EAP, which is defined as an interface on a cyber asset - a programmable electronic device.  A port on an electronic device.  But if the infrastructure is all virtualized, there may be no port on a device; my network, my switch, my firewalls may all only exist as logical constructs in memory somewhere in a server farm. You can’t go touch it.  So how do we deal with this in CIP-005?  The issue is there is a security objective lurking in 1.3 about controlling network access by isolating the system except for known, necessary communications, while 1.1 and 1.2 lean towards “how” and “where”, which could preclude some of the technology available today and more so in the future.  ESP/EAP implies a “moat around the castle”, that infamous “red-dashed line” on a network diagram and that’s still very valid today, its just not the only way anymore.   Now we want to do two things with this concept: 1) allow entities who are doing exactly what they are doing today, with traditional hardware firewalls and ethernet cable, defining ESPs and showing EAPs, to be able to do exactly that tomorrow with no change, but also 2) we want the CIP standards to not stand in the way of security technologies such as micro-segmentation or the innovation that is pushing network access control into everything in the future.  So how do we do that?   Change it to be objective based on the system. 
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CONCEPTUAL CIP-005 R1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here’s what a future R1 might could say.  This is conceptual only, and the SDT has at least 8 versions of this already with various words in various formats so don’t get hung up on the exact wording or format; we’re still in the conceptual phase.  But let’s talk about the concept:  <read the slide>Today’s requirement parts 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 would all be combined into one objective-based requirement.The applicable systems would remain the high and medium impact BES Cyber Systems.  So the concept is you have a security objective of logically isolating those systems from other systems that are not high/med impact BCS, except for any communications that you specifically allow and have a reason why they need to exist.  If you are compliant today with ESP/EAP, you still meet this requirement without changing a thing.  But this now allows entities to take advantage of the virtualization based technology and new network security innovations in the future as long as they can still prove they meet the objective of logical isolation and mitigating the risk of unauthorized communication.So we’ve talked about this concept we’re kicking the tires on where we fully embrace the cyber system concept from V5 and we take the more technical requirements in CIP-005, 007 and 010 and take them to an objective level like this.  The point of this webinar today is to communicate to the stakeholders this concept that we’re thinking might help us solve the virtualization and VTAG issues while at the same time positioning the CIP standards to handle future technology innovation.  We want to get this in front of the stakeholders early so we have more people thinking about it and helping with the eventual end product so that it meets the needs of all involved.
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• Moving towards a fuller Cyber Systems approach 
• Modify requirements to be more objective based and 

technology neutral
• Backwards Compatibility 

Take Away
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• Do you support the systems approach concept explained during 
this WebEx? 
 Yes
 Yes, but need more information.
 No (please provide your reasoning in the chat box)
 I am just here to listen

Poll
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• Continue to modify requirements within the CIP standards
• Determine measures
• SDT Meetings
 July 10-12, 2018 (WECC – Salt Lake City, UT)
 August 7-10, 2018 (NERC – Atlanta, GA)

Next Steps
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